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Abstract Predicting the Arctic sea ice extent is a notori-1

ously difficult forecasting problem, even from lead times as2

short as one month. Motivated by Arctic intra-annual vari-3

ability phenomena such as sea surface temperature reemer-4

gence and sea ice reemergence, we use a prediction approach5

for sea ice anomalies based on analog forecasting. Tradi-6

tional analog forecasting relies on identifying a single ana-7

log in a historical record, usually by minimizing Euclidean8

distance, and forming a forecast from the analog’s historical9

trajectory. We use an ensemble of analogs for our forecasts,10

where the ensemble weights are determined by a dynamics-11

adapted similarity kernel, which takes into account the non-12

linear geometry on the underlying data manifold. We apply13

this method for forecasting regional and pan-Arctic sea ice14

concentration and volume anomalies from multi-century cli-15

mate model data, and in many cases find improvement over16

the persistence forecast. Moreover the patterns of predictive17
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skill we see by region and season are consistent with differ-18

ent types of sea ice reemergence.19

1 Introduction20

Predicting the climate state of the Arctic, particularly with21

regards to sea ice extent, has been a subject of increased22

recent interest in part driven by record-breaking minimums23

in September sea ice extent in 2007 and again in 2012. As24

new areas of the Arctic become accessible, this has increas-25

ingly become an important practical problem in addition to26

a scientific one, e.g. navigating shipping routes (Smith and27

Stephenson, 2013). Many different approaches have been28

used recently to address Arctic sea ice prediction, includ-29

ing statistical frameworks (Lindsay et al, 2008; Wang et al,30

2015), through inherent predictability within general circu-31

lation models (GCMs) (Blanchard-Wrigglesworth et al, 2011a,b;32

Chevallier et al, 2013; Tietsche et al, 2013, 2014; Day et al,33

2014), and using dynamical models to predict observations34

(Zhang et al, 2008; Sigmond et al, 2013; Wang et al, 2013).35

These methods have varying degrees of success in predict-36

ing pan-Arctic and regional sea ice area or extent (area with37

at least 15% sea ice concentration) and to a lesser degree38

sea ice volume. Indeed, in sea ice prediction, current gener-39

ation numerical models and data assimilation systems have40

little additional skill beyond simple persistence or damped41

persistence forecasts.42

Following the 2007 September sea ice extent minimum,43

Study of Environmental Arctic Change (SEARCH) began44

soliciting forecasts of September sea ice extent for the Sea45

Ice Outlook (SIO) in an effort to improve operational fore-46

casts, which since 2013 has been handled by the Sea Ice47

Prediction Network (SIPN). They have found that year to48

year variability, rather than methods, dominate the ensem-49

ble’s success, and that extreme years are in general less pre-50
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dictable (Stroeve et al, 2014). The forecasts, given at one51

to three lead month times, had particular difficulty with the52

September 2012 (extreme low) and September 2013 (ex-53

treme high) sea ice extents. A more recent study of SIO54

model forecasts by Blanchard-Wrigglesworth et al (2015)55

highlighted the importance of initial conditions on predictabil-56

ity by performing an initial condition perturbation experi-57

ment and finding wide spread among models’ response.58

Accurately predicting aspects of Arctic sea ice is made59

difficult by a number of factors (Stroeve et al, 2014; Gue-60

mas et al, 2014). In particular, the challenge of the chang-61

ing mean Arctic state can be viewed as separating the role62

of forced (external) and natural (internal) variability on pre-63

dictability of the sea ice system. As the mean state of the64

Arctic is changing, variability of observed sea ice area has65

increased, in part due to thinner ice being more variable (in66

both thickness and extent), which is then harder to predict67

(Blanchard-Wrigglesworth et al, 2011a; Holland et al, 2011,68

2008). Since the satellite record, all months have a down-69

ward trend in sea ice extent, the largest being for Septem-70

ber (Stroeve et al, 2012). Moreover, as thicker multiyear71

ice is replaced by thinner, younger ice, the trends steepen72

(Stroeve et al, 2012). Ice thickness data is seen offering key73

predictive information for sea ice area / extent (Bushuk et al,74

2017; Blanchard-Wrigglesworth and Bitz, 2014; Chevallier75

and Salas-Mélia, 2012; Lindsay et al, 2008; Wang et al,76

2013), but such observational data sets do not yet exist in77

uniform spatial and temporal coverage (although it should78

be noted that the Pan-Arctic Ice Ocean Modeling and As-79

similation System (Zhang and Rothrock, 2003) produces sea80

ice volume data by assimilating observations of sea ice con-81

centration with a sea ice thickness model). Ice age, in par-82

ticular area of ice of a certain age, is also seen as an im-83

portant predictor, also of which there is no reliable obser-84

vational record (Stroeve et al, 2012). For these reasons, the85

changing Arctic mean state complicates statistical predic-86

tions based on historical relationships (Holland and Stroeve,87

2011; Stroeve et al, 2014).88

There are both dynamic and thermodynamic elements89

that factor into sea ice predictability. Ice thickness predictabil-90

ity in the Arctic is dominated by dynamic, rather than ther-91

modynamic properties (Blanchard-Wrigglesworth and Bitz,92

2014; Tietsche et al, 2014). On the other hand, limits on93

September sea ice extent are primarily thermodynamic (re-94

lated to amount of open water formation in melt season),95

whereas dynamic induced anomalies have smaller influence,96

except in a thin ice regime (Holland et al, 2011). Improve-97

ment in melt-pond parameterizations in the sea ice model98

Community Ice CodE (CICE) (Holland et al, 2012) have99

yielded skill in predicting September sea ice extent (Schröder100

et al, 2014), demonstrating potential predictive yield in im-101

proving process models.102

Chaotic atmosphere variability also places an inherent103

limit of sea ice predictability (Day et al, 2014; Holland et al,104

2011; Blanchard-Wrigglesworth et al, 2011b; Ogi et al, 2010)105

through its redistribution of sea ice. It has also been sug-106

gested that this importance may be lessened in a thinning sea107

ice regime, as historically high correlation between Arctic108

Oscillation and summer ice extent have been seen to weaken109

in recent years (Holland and Stroeve, 2011). Yet other stud-110

ies (Stroeve et al, 2014) suggest that the importance of sum-111

mer atmospheric conditions outweigh sea ice thickness in112

terms of providing predictive skill. The ocean temperature113

at depth has also been found to be an important predictor114

factor (Lindsay et al, 2008).115

The problem of sea ice prediction becomes both of more116

practical use, while becoming more difficult, as we move117

from the pan-Arctic to regional scale, where local ice ad-118

vection across regional boundaries and small scale influ-119

ences on sea ice processes become important (Blanchard-120

Wrigglesworth and Bitz, 2014). Certain regions have been121

found to be more predictable than others; e.g. basins adja-122

cent to Atlantic (Labrador to Barents) are more predictable123

than central Arctic basins (Day et al, 2014; Lindsay et al,124

2008; Koenigk and Mikolajewicz, 2009), and the central Arc-125

tic basins that typically exhibit perennial sea ice cover are126

more difficult to predict than regions in the marginal ice zone127

(Day et al, 2014). In addition to the September sea ice extent128

metric, there has been increased focus on predicting regional129

sea ice advance and retreat dates (e.g. Sigmond et al (????)),130

and are now included as part of the SIO solicitation.131

Sea ice reemergence is a phenomena where anomalies132

at one time reappear several months later, made evident by133

high lagged correlations, and has been found in both models134

and observations (Blanchard-Wrigglesworth et al, 2011a).135

Reemergence phenomena fall into two categories; one where136

anomalies from a melt season reemerge in the subsequent137

growth season, typically found in marginal ice zones, and138

are governed by ocean and large-scale atmospheric condi-139

tions, and another where anomalies from a growth season140

reemerge in the subsequent melt season, typically found in141

central Arctic regions that exhibit perennial sea ice, and are142

driven by sea ice thickness (Blanchard-Wrigglesworth et al,143

2011a; Bushuk et al, 2014; Bushuk and Giannakis, 2015;144

Bushuk et al, 2015; Bushuk and Giannakis, 2017). This ob-145

served phenomena provides a promising source of sea ice146

predictability.147

The timescales of predictability vary across studies, de-148

pending on the measure of predictive skill and the target149

month of prediction (among other factors), but generally150

fall in the 3–6 month range. While Lindsay et al (2008)151

found that most predictive information in the ice-ocean sys-152

tem is lost for lead times greater than 3 months, Blanchard-153

Wrigglesworth et al (2011a) found pan-Arctic sea ice area154

predictable for 1–2 years, and sea ice volume up to 3–4155
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years, in a perfect model framework. It has been found that156

predicting the state of sea ice in the spring is particularly157

difficult, with most of the predictive skill coming from fall158

persistence (Wang et al, 2013; Holland et al, 2011), and159

that March sea ice extent is largely uncorrelated with the160

following September sea ice extent (detrended) (Blanchard-161

Wrigglesworth et al, 2011a; Stroeve et al, 2014). While Day162

et al (2014) found a melt season ‘predictability barrier’, they163

also found that sea ice reemergence phenomena can aid in164

predictive skill, and this result was robust in their analysis of165

five GCMs.166

Analog forecasting is an idea dating back to Lorenz (1969),167

where a prediction is made by identifying an appropriate168

historical analog to a given initial state, and using the ana-169

log’s trajectory in the historical record to make a forecast170

of the present state. While this is attractive as a fully non-171

parametric, data-driven approach, a drawback of traditional172

analog forecasting is that it relies upon a single analog, usu-173

ally identified by Euclidean distance, possibly introducing174

highly discontinuous behavior into the forecasting scheme.175

This can be improved upon by selecting an ensemble of176

analogs, and taking a weighted average of the associated tra-177

jectories. Analog forecasting has been used in numerous cli-178

mate applications (Drosdowsky, 1994; Xavier and Goswami,179

2007; Alessandrini et al, 2015), the latter of which also em-180

ployed an ensemble approach. Given there are sources of sea181

ice predictability from the ocean, atmosphere, and sea ice it-182

self (Guemas et al, 2014), a data-driven approach such as183

analog forecasting may be able to exploit complex coupled-184

system dynamics encoded in GCM data and provide skill in185

such a prediction problem.186

In Zhao and Giannakis (2016) this idea was extended187

upon by assigning ensemble weights derived from a dynamics-188

adapted kernel, constructed in such a way as to give prefer-189

ential weight to states with similar dynamics, referred to as190

kernel analog forecasting (KAF). Modes of variability in-191

trinsic to the data analysis, as eigenfunctions of the kernel192

operator, are extracted with clean timescale separation and193

inherent predictability, while also being physically mean-194

ingful. KAF has been used in forecasting modes represent-195

ing the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) and North Pacific196

Gyre Oscillation (NPGO) (Zhao and Giannakis, 2016), in197

which cases it was shown to be more skillful than parametric198

regression forecasting methods (Comeau et al, 2017). More199

recently KAF has been used in forecasting variability in the200

tropics by the Madden-Julian oscillation and the boreal sum-201

mer intraseasonal oscillation (Alexander et al, 2017).202

While KAF exhibits predictive skill in these extracted203

modes intrinsic to the data analysis, it is also desirable to204

have skill in forecasting objective observables that are inde-205

pendent of the analysis approach, e.g. Arctic sea ice anoma-206

lies (Comeau et al, 2017). The aim of this study is to ex-207

tend upon Comeau et al (2017) by using KAF to study pre-208

dictability of Arctic sea ice anomalies on various spatial and209

temporal scales in order to identify where and when we may210

(or may not) have predictability in this metric. Since utility211

of KAF depends upon the availability of an appropriately212

rich historical record, we examine predictability in a per-213

fect model scenario, so there will be only natural variability214

present, with no external forced variability. Specifically, the215

aims of this study are:216

1. Spatial Impact on Predictability: We consider various217

Arctic regions in the marginal ice zone, perennial ice218

zones, as well as the Arctic as a whole. The specific re-219

gions considered are detailed in Sect. 3.220

2. Temporal Impact on Predictability: We break down er-221

ror metrics by the target month of prediction to study222

seasonal effects. In particular, how well can we do in223

predicting the Arctic September sea ice extent anomaly?224

3. Predictor variables: The predictor variables we consider225

are sea ice concentration (SIC), sea surface temperature226

(SST), sea level pressure (SLP), and sea ice thickness227

(SIT) data in order to gauge impact on predictive skill.228

Most of our analysis will not include SIT data due to its229

general unavailability as observational data.230

4. Predicting unobserved quantities: As a strong test for231

the prediction methods, we aim to predict an unobserved232

quantity by targeting sea ice volume as our quantity to233

predict, without using SIT as a predictor variable.234

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: The KAF235

method is described in Sect. 2. The data and experimen-236

tal setup is described in Sect. 3, with the associated results237

in Sect. 4. Discussion and concluding remarks are given in238

Sect. 5.239

2 Methods240

The KAF method (Zhao and Giannakis, 2016; Comeau et al,241

2017; Alexander et al, 2017), is designed to address the diffi-242

cult task of prediction using massive data sets sampled from243

a complex nonlinear dynamical system in a very large state244

space. The motivating idea is to encode information from245

the underlying dynamics of the system into a kernel func-246

tion, an exponentially decaying pairwise measure of similar-247

ity that can be loosely thought of a local covariance operator248

on the underlying data manifold. At the outset, during the249

training phase we have access to a time-ordered training data250

set {x1, . . . ,xn} and the corresponding values { f1, . . . , fn} of251

a prediction observable. In our applications, the target ob-252

servable is the aggregate sea ice anomaly over some region,253

and the training data are gridded climate variables. The main254

steps in KAF, outlined in detail below, are 1) perform Tak-255

ens embedding of the data, 2) evaluate a dynamics-adapted256

similarity kernel on the embedded data, and 3) use weights257
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from this kernel to make a forecast of an observable via out-258

of-sample extension formed by a weighted iterated sum.259

2.1 Takens embedding260

The first step in our analysis is to construct a new state
variable through time-lagged embedding. For an embedding
window of length q, which will depend on the time scale
of our observable of interest, and a spatiotemporal series
z1,z2, . . .zn with zi ∈ Rd (time index i), we form data set of
xi in lagged-embedded space (also called Takens embedding
space) by

xi =
(
zi,zi−1, . . . ,zi−(q−1)

)
∈ Rdq.

The utility of this embedding is that it recovers the topology261

of the attractor of the underlying dynamical system through262

partial observations (the zis) (Packard et al, 1980; Takens,263

1981; Broomhead and King, 1986; Sauer et al, 1991; Robin-264

son, 2005; Deyle and Sugihara, 2011). The choice of the em-265

bedding window q should be chosen long enough to capture266

the time-scales of interest, but not so long as to reduce the267

discriminating power of the kernel in determining locality.268

2.2 Dynamics-adapted kernels269

The kernel function we use to endow a geometry on our data
manifold is from the Nonlinear Laplacian Spectral Analysis
(NLSA) algorithm (Giannakis and Majda, 2012a,b, 2013,
2014). The kernel incorporates additional dynamic informa-
tion by using phase velocities ξi = ‖xi− xi−1‖, thus giving
higher weight to regions of data space where the data is
changing rapidly (see Giannakis (2015) for a geometrical
interpretation), and is:

k (xi,x j) = exp
(
−
‖xi− x j‖2

εξiξ j

)
,

where ε is a scale parameter. We modify this to include mul-
tiple variables xi =

(
x(1)i ,x(2)i

)
(Bushuk et al, 2014), possi-

bly of different physical units, embedding windows, or grid
points, which for two variables is

k (xi,x j) = exp

−‖x(1)i − x(1)j ‖2

εξ
(1)
i ξ

(1)
j

−
‖x(2)i − x(2)j ‖2

εξ
(2)
i ξ

(2)
j

 , (1)

and extended to more than two variables in a similar manner.
We next form row-normalized kernels,

P(xi,x j) =
k(xi,x j)

∑l k(xi,xl)
, (2)

which forms a row-stochastic matrix P that allows us to in-270

terpret each row as an empirical probability distribution of271

the second argument.272

2.3 Out-of-sample extension via Laplacian pyramids273

Our approach of assigning a value for a function f defined274

on a training data set X to a new test value y /∈ X will be275

through an out-of-sample extension technique known as Lapla-276

cian pyramids (Rabin and Coifman, 2012). In our context,277

the training data will be a spatio-temporal data set comprised278

of (lagged-embedded) state vectors xi of gridded state vari-279

ables (usually SIC, SST, and SLP), fi = f (xi) is the function280

that gives us the sea ice cover anomaly of the state xi, and y281

will be a new state vector (in lagged-embedded space), from282

which we would like to make a forecast of future sea ice283

cover anomalies.284

We define a family of kernels Pl by modifying the NLSA
kernels k in Eq. (1) to have scale parameter σ0/2l rather than
ε , which we denote kl , and then Pl is the row-sum normal-
ized kl , as in Eq. (2). This forms a multiscale family of ker-
nels with increasing dyadic resolution in l. A function f is
approximated in a multiscale manner as an iterated weighted
sum by f ≈ s0+s1+s2+ · · · , where the first level s0 and dif-
ference d1 is defined by

s0(xk) =
n

∑
i=1

P0(xi,xk) f (xi), d1 = f − s0,

and then iteratively define the lth level decomposition sl :

sl(xk) =
n

∑
i=1

Pl(xi,xk)dl(xi), dl = f −
l−1

∑
i=0

si.

For the choice of kernels kl , increasing l can lead to overfit-
ting, which we mitigate by zeroing out the diagonals of the
kernels (Fernández et al, 2013). We set the truncation level
for the iterations at level L once the approximation error be-
gins to increase in l. Given a new data point y, we extend f
by

s̄0(y) =
n

∑
i=1

P0(y,xi) f (xi), s̄l(y) =
n

∑
i=1

Pl(y,xi)dl(xi),

for L≥ 1, and assign f the value

f̄ (y) =
L

∑
l=0

s̄l(y).

That is, we use the kernels Pl to evaluate the similarity of y285

to points xi in the training data, and use this measure of sim-286

ilarity to form a weighted average of f (xi) values to define287

f̄ (y). In practice, not every training data point xi is used to288

calculate the weights for this sum, allowing us to ignore the289

contribution from very dissimilar states that carry very low290

weight, in addition to reducing computational cost. This re-291

striction is done by zeroing out the smallest entries in py(x)292

and renormalizing by row sum. Note that there will be some293

reconstruction error between the out-of-sample extension value294

f̄ (y) and the ground truth f (y), which in general is not known.295
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2.4 Kernel Analog Forecast296

Recall that in traditional analog forecasting, a forecast is
made by identifying a single historical analog that is most
similar to the given initial state, and using the historical ana-
log’s trajectory as the forecast. As mentioned in Sect. 2.2,
it is convenient to think of normalized kernels as empirical
probability distributions in the second argument, py(x) =
P(y,x). In this framework, traditional analog forecast for a
lead time τ can be written as

f (y,τ) = EpySτ f =
n

∑
i=1

py(xi) f (xi+τ) = f (x j+τ) ,

where py = δi j and Sτ f (xi) = f (xi+τ), the time shifted ob-297

servable whose value is known on the training dataset.298

Given a new state y, we define our prediction for lead
time τ , via Laplacian pyramids, by

f (y,τ) = Epy,0Sτ f +
L

∑
l=1

Epy,l Sτ dl ,

where py,l(x) = Pl(y,x) corresponds to the probability distri-299

bution from the kernel at scale l.300

The reconstruction error from the out-of-sample exten-301

sion manifests itself in the fidelity of the forecasts as the302

error at time lag 0. While in our applications, knowing the303

climate state yi allows us to compute the observable exactly304

f (yi) at time lag 0, we need the out-of-sample extension to305

compute the observable f (yi+τ) at any time lag τ > 0, and306

hence must contend with the initial reconstruction error.307

2.5 Error Metrics308

We evaluate the performance of our predictions with two309

aggregate error metrics, the root-mean-square error (RMSE)310

and pattern correlation (PC), defined as311

RMSE2(τ) =
1
n′

n′

∑
j=1

(y j+τ − x j+τ)
2 ,

PC(τ) =
1
n′

n′

∑
j=1

(y j+τ − ỹ(τ))(x j+τ − x̃(τ))
σy(τ)σx(τ)

,

where

ỹ(τ) =
1
n′

n′

∑
j=1

y j+τ , x̃(τ) =
1
n′

n′

∑
j=1

x j+τ ,

312

σ
2
y (τ) =

1
n′

n′

∑
j=1

(y j+τ − ỹ(τ))2,

σ
2
x (τ) =

1
n′

n′

∑
j=1

(x j+τ − x̃(τ))2.

The averaging is over predictions formed from using testing313

data of length n′ (second half of the data set) as initial con-314

ditions. We use the constant persistence forecast yτ = y0 as315

our benchmark, and consider predictive skill to be lost once316

pattern correlation has dropped below a threshold of 0.5.317

3 Datasets318

We use CCSM4 (Gent et al, 2011) model data from a pre-319

industrial control run (b40.1980) and run perfect model pre-320

diction experiments, where 800 years of the control run is321

split into a training dataset and a test dataset, 400 years322

each. The sea ice component is CICE4 (Hunke and Lip-323

scomb, 2008), the ocean component is POP (Smith et al,324

2010), and the atmosphere component is CAM4 (Neale et al,325

2010) . Our default experimental setup is to include SIC,326

SST, and SLP fields, and will later explore the role of SIT as327

an additional predictor variable. We consider the entire Arc-328

tic, as well as the following regions: Beaufort Sea, Chukchi329

Sea, East Siberian Sea, Laptev Sea, Kara Sea, Barents Sea,330

Greenland Sea, Baffin Bay, Labrador Sea, Bering Sea, and331

Sea of Okhotsk. While the ice and ocean state variables are332

restricted to each region, pan-Arctic SLP data is always used,333

to allow for possible teleconnection effects. The regions are334

depicted in Fig. 1, shown with this dataset’s sea ice concen-335

tration variability.336

Since we are using a control run, and predicting anoma-337

lies relative to a stationary climatology, all of the variability338

we see if from natural variability, with no forced variabil-339

ity and no trend. While this is certainly not the case for the340

current Arctic climate state, our measured forecast skill is341

absent any assistance of a predicted climatology or trend,342

and seemingly low skills should be taken in this perspec-343

tive. An embedding window of 12 months is used; 6 and 24344

month embedding windows were also tested for robustness,345

and while results were similar for a 6 month window, results346

with 24 months were marginally worse than 12 months.347

Our target observable f for prediction is integrated anoma-348

lies in sea ice area (as opposed to sea ice extent which is sea349

ice area above 15% concentration). Sea ice anomalies in the350

test data period are calculated relative to the monthly cli-351

matology calculated from the training data set. While this352

should not be a concern in a pre-industrial control run with353

no secular trend, this may be of more importance in other354

scenarios. Persistence forecasts are initialized with the true355

anomaly (as opposed to the out-of-sample extension value),356

so all forecasts will have initial error metrics greater than357

persistence due to reconstruction error.358
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Fig. 1 Standard deviation of sea ice concentration (SIC) for the
CCSM4 control run, with regions considered in our forecasting
are pan-Arctic (45N–90N), Beaufort Sea (125W–155W, 65N–75N),
Chukchi Sea (155W–175E, 65N–75N), East Siberian Sea (175E–140E,
65N–75N), Laptev Sea (140E–105E, 70N–80N), Kara Sea (60E–90E,
65N–80N), Barents Sea (30E–60E, 65N–80N), Greenland Sea (35W–
0E, 65N–80N), Baffin Bay (80W–50W, 70N–80N), Labrador Sea
(70W–50W, 50–70N), Bering Sea (165E–160W, 55N–65N), and Sea
of Okhotsk (135E–165E, 45N–65N).

4 Results359

4.1 Pan-Arctic360

We first focus on sea ice area anomalies, using SIC, SST,361

and SLP initial data, and a 12 month embedding window.362

Figure 2 shows a sample forecast trajectory compared to the363

ground truth, initialized in a state relatively strongly away364

from zero anomaly (climatology). Forecasts typically falter365

when near zero, as even with dynamic information encoded366

into the forecasting scheme, there is still difficulty in deter-367

mining the sign of the forecast anomaly when the state is368

very near climatology. We show the degradation of the fore-369

casts as lead times increase in Fig. 3, where forecasts are370

performed with 0, 3, 6, 9, and 12 month lead times. The371

blue forecast at each point is made from a lead time indi-372

cated by the panel. While the initial reconstruction matches373

the truth reasonably well, forecasts at longer lead times be-374

come increasingly smoothed out by averaging, converging375

to climatology as τ → ∞.376

To quantify how well the forecasts do on average, we377

consider the error metrics averaged over all points in the378

test period (400 years of monthly data, minus the length of379

the embedding window). In Fig. 4, we show pattern corre-380

lation conditioned on the target month for prediction and381
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Fig. 2 Sample forecast trajectory of Arctic sea ice cover anomalies.
Forecasts typically falter when near a 0 anomaly state, and a consider-
able amount of error occurs when the forecast moves to the wrong sign
when near 0.
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lead time, for KAF and persistence forecasts as a bench-382

mark for comparison. Beyond initial reconstruction, KAF383

outperforms persistence in almost every regard, and is even384

above the 0.5 threshold for almost all of the first 6 months385

predicted range. Notable is KAF skill in predicting March386

and September anomalies, successful from 4–6 months out,387

whereas persistence loses skill in 1–2 months for these lo-388

cal extremes. Late spring is the most troublesome time to389

predict. We can see evidence of reemergence limbs in the390

persistence forecast, such as a fall-to-spring limb. Persis-391

tence suffers the worst in predicting August/September sea392

ice anomalies from 3–4 months out, and KAF has notice-393

ably higher scores for predicting September pan-Arctic sea394

ice area anomaly, which skillful (PC > 0.5) forecasts with395

lead times out to 9 months.396

4.2 Regional Arctic397

While predicting pan-Arctic sea ice area minimums and max-398

imums has been of great interest, as more areas of the Arctic399

become accessible, an increased effort has been made in re-400

gional scale predictions. Snapshots of regional ice anomalies401

(calculated against regional climatologies) in Fig. 5 demon-402

strate different behavior around the Arctic basin. The out-403

of-sample extension values are plotted with the truth, and404

again should be thought of as the lead time 0 forecast. The405

central Arctic basins (Beaufort, Chukhi, East Siberian, &406

Laptev, moving clockwise) are largely perennially ice cov-407

ered, with less variability than other Arctic regions, and we408

will see that the abundance of time spent near climatology409

makes predicting anomalies difficult. Continuing clockwise410

to the Barents Sea, we begin to see the strong influence of411

the North Atlantic in regulating sea ice cover. More per-412

sistent anomalies are seen in the Barents, Greenland, and413

Labrador seas, which leads to greater predictability. Moving414

across to the North Pacific basins we have the Bering Sea415

and Sea of Okhotsk, regions in the marginal ice zone that416

may spend a couple months of the year completely free of417

ice. These regions in particular have been found to exhibit418

strong reemergence phenomena, in both SIC and SST fields419

(Alexander et al, 1999; Bushuk et al, 2014, 2015; Bushuk420

and Giannakis, 2015).421

The aggregate error metrics, averaged over all months422

for each region in Figs. 6 (RMSE) and 7 (PC) show that423

KAF consistently outperforms persistence, (or at least fares424

no worse) once an initial reconstruction error is overcome,425

typically after only one month. In pattern correlation, dis-426

regarding PC scores below the 0.5 threshold may cut into427

some apparent gains of KAF over persistence, but it is worth428

noting the decay rate of KAF PC is slower than persistence,429

sometimes dramatically so (e.g. Bering, Labrador, Bering).430

The persistent nature of the North Atlantic adjacent basins431

seen in Fig. 5 manifests itself as slower than average de-432

cay of persistence. Also note the rise in persistence PC for433

the North Pacific basins (Bering, Okhotsk) at the 12 month434

mark, suggesting a reemergence phenomena.435

Conditioning forecasts on the target month of prediction436

allows us to parse out seasonal impacts on predictability.437

The combined spatial and temporal effects of predictability438

highlight particularly skillful months and regions to predict,439

as seen in Fig. 8. Regional predictions suffer many lags and440

initialization months when there is no predictive skill, how-441

ever times of success are clearly seen. Late summer and fall442

are in general the most predictable, a pattern that largely ap-443

pears in each region. Notable is that the September anomaly444

is the most predictable, but only from a lead time of a couple445

months. The North Atlantic adjacent regions exhibit larger446

extent of predictive skill, and some form of reemergence447

seems to be aiding the forecasts. To demonstrate the gain448

in predictive skill of KAF over persistence, rather than plot449

persistence PC by target month as in Fig. 4, we instead plot450

the difference in pattern correlation scores, KAF over per-451

sistence, in Fig. 9. We zero out any value where both PC452

scores are below the threshold of 0.5, which we consider as453

not relevant to predictive skill. Most notable improvement454

over persistence is in the North Atlantic adjacent regions,455

though many regions also demonstrate improvement in pre-456

dicting spring anomalies.457

The areas of high PC in Fig. 8 by region and season458

are indicative of the different types of reemergence. In the459

central Arctic basins (e.g. Beaufort, Chukchi, E. Siberian,460

Laptev, and Kara), we see regions of high predictability are461

during the melt seasons, indicating growth-to-melt reemer-462

gence is aiding skill. Similarly, in the marginal ice zones463
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Fig. 5 Initial reconstructions (lead time 0) of regional sea ice area anomalies compared to truth. Note the regions that have more persistent
anomalies (Barents, Greenland, and Labrador), are North Atlantic adjacent, which has been found in other studies to be regions of relative high
predictability.

of Bering Sea and Sea of Okhotsk, the regions of high pre-464

dictability are in the growth seasons, where melt-to-growth465

reemergence is present.466

4.3 Role of predictor variables467

So far the experiments we have shown have used SIC, SST,468

and (pan-Arctic) SLP as predictor variables, from which ker-469

nel evaluations to determine similarity are based (in Takens470

embedding space). To address the predictive power of using471

these components, in Fig. 10 we show the effect of initial472

data (number of variables used in kernel calculation) on pre-473

diction skill, increasingly adding SIC, SST, SLP, and finally474

SIT. We order the components in this way as roughly in-475

creasingly inaccessible as an (near-real time) observational476

data set, and increasing relevance to the task of sea ice area477

prediction. While there is marginal difference in adding SST478

or SLP to SIC, including SIT is actually detrimental to pre-479

dictions in the pan-Arctic sea ice area anomaly setting. This480

may seem surprising, given other studies emphasis on the481

importance of sea ice thickness measurements, however in482

the context of kernel evaluation, increasing the dimension of483

our state vector may yield less discernible informative his-484

torical analogs. A similar degradation of performance when485

including SIT data in the kernel was observed in the study486

of Bushuk and Giannakis (2017) on SIT-SIC reemergence487

mechanisms. This behavior was attributed to the slower char-488

acteristic timescale of SIT data, resulting in their dominating489

the kernel phase velocity-dependent kernel in Eq. 1.490

For regional scale predictions, where SIT may be less491

variable than in a pan-Arctic setting, it is not the case that492

incorporating SIT into the state variable impedes predictive493

skill. In the central Arctic basins, it is typical that thickness494

adds predictive skill, while the marginal ice zone basins, it495

is typical that thickness neither helps nor harms predictive496

skill (Fig. 10).497

While the inclusion of pan-Arctic SLP does not hamper498

our prediction skill, it offers only marginal improvement.499

This is most likely due to the fact that the quantities used500

are monthly averaged, and perhaps too temporally coarse to501

reflect the chaotic atmospheric influence on sea ice cover on502

shorter time scales.503
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Fig. 6 RMSE for regional sea ice area anomaly predictions, averaged over all months, for KAF and persistence as a benchmark. KAF suffers
reconstruction errors at lead time 0, and then outperforms persistence usually after one month.

4.4 Regional volume anomalies504

Since we have SIT data available from the CCSM control505

run, we also consider the problem of forecasting sea ice506

volume anomalies. In general these show more persistence507

than sea ice cover anomalies, particularly because thinner508

ice is more variable and more prone to be advected by winds509

across region boundaries, or to areas that are more prone to510

melting. Figure 11 shows regional forecast PC for predicting511

sea ice volume anomalies, having only observed SIC, SST,512

and SLP. This is an example of predicting an unobserved513

variable, and in some areas (late fall, early winter) KAF is514

remarkably skillful in reconstructing the unobserved quan-515

tity, with skill from lead times of a couple months out. How-516

ever these do not compare favorably against a persistence517

forecast using the ground truth (not shown), due to inherent518

persistence of volume anomalies (compared to area anoma-519

lies which persist on a shorter timescale), though this would520

also not be a fair comparison given the KAF forecasts are not521

observing the full observable. We note that in comparing to522

Fig. 8 we see similar patterns of predictive skill by region,523

suggesting that again the different types of reemergence are524

aiding in skill. When SIT is included in the initial data, as525

in Fig. 12, the regional predictive skill is extended to 3–6526

months, with particular improvement in the central Arctic527

basin regions. Again, however, persistence is not exceeded528

in forecast skill.529

5 Discussion & Conclusions530

In this paper, we used KAF (Zhao and Giannakis, 2016;531

Comeau et al, 2017; Alexander et al, 2017), a nonparamet-532

ric method using weighted ensembles of analogs, to predict533

Arctic sea ice area anomalies, then volume anomalies, for534

both pan-Arctic and regional scales, examining the effects535

of including SIC, SST, SLP, and SIT as predictors for our536

method. We find in general that KAF outperforms the persis-537

tence forecast, or at minimum does not perform worse, with538

outperformance lead times ranging between 0 and 9 months.539

Moving to regional scale basins and conditioning on the tar-540

get month of prediction, we see clear regional-seasonal do-541

mains when KAF succeeds, as well as those when it fails542

(along with persistence).543

The North Atlantic seems to have a strong impact on sea544

ice area anomalies, as the adjacent regions (Barents & Kara,545
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Fig. 7 Pattern correlation scores for regional sea ice area anomaly prediction by region, averaged over all months. Reconstruction errors are less
noticeable in this metric (apart from pan-Arctic), and KAF exceeds persistence in every region. Note the North Atlantic regions are the most
persistent, as demonstrated by slow decay of PC. Regional improvements over persistence are marginal, though in pan-Arctic, the improvement is
several months.

Greenland, and Labrador Seas) exhibit the strongest per-546

sistent anomalies, and have the highest predictability. The547

marginal ice zone basins in the North Pacific (Bering Sea,548

Sea of Okhotsk) show similar behavior, but to a lesser de-549

gree. The basins in the central Arctic (Beaufort, Chukchi,550

East Siberian, and Laptev) have less variability to their sea551

ice cover, and thus being close to climatology for much of552

the time makes predicting excursions from the climatology553

difficult. Late summer and early fall are in general the best554

times to predict with KAF, with skillful forecasts at lead555

times 3–6 months. Late winter and spring is in general the556

time period of least predictability, except in the marginal ice557

zones. The areas of high predictability by region and sea-558

son are consistent with reemergence phenomena, with cen-559

tral Arctic basins benefiting from melt to growth reemer-560

gence, and marginal ice zones benefiting from growth to561

melt reemergence.562

We find most of the predictive information is in SIC and563

SST, with possible marginal improvements in incorporating564

SLP and SIT. The marginal improvements in these predic-565

tor variables is possibly due to coarse temporal resolution566

in the atmosphere component, or in approaching too high of567

dimension where the kernel begins to fail to identify useful568

historical analogs. While we have success in reconstructing569

sea ice volume anomalies without observing thickness, this570

cannot compete with true knowledge of the system in a fore-571

cast setting, given the persistent nature of volume anomalies.572

Ultimately, the goal is to move to an operational predic-573

tion based on observational data, for which this is a first step.574

While this method could be applied to the observational data575

itself (without a removed climatology), we would not expect576

very good results given the quite reasonable caution that oth-577

ers have made on basing a statistical prediction on historical578

relationships in a changing mean Arctic state, which will al-579

most certainly overestimate future Arctic sea ice area. Our580

future research plan is to use a nonlinear dimension reduc-581

tion method to extract an underlying ‘trend’ in the data as a582

way of non-parametrically determining a trend (as opposed583

to fitting a linear or quadratic regression). This trend could584

then be extended to a forecast time using some form of ex-585

trapolation or out-of-sample extension technique, while the586

anomalies from this trend would be forecasted by the KAF587

method discussed in this study. Other research directions in-588

clude using a blended persistence and analog forecasting ap-589
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proach to avoid the initial reconstruction errors at short time590

scales, as well as forecasts using kernels targeted at specific591

observables.592
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Fig. 11 Forecasts for Arctic sea ice volume anomalies, predicted using only SIC, SST, and SLP data. By not using SIT as a predictor variable,
we are predicting an unobserved quantity. Given the longer timescales of sea ice volume anomalies (due to thermodynamics playing a larger role),
persistence forecasts based on the true anomaly outperform KAF on all spatial and temporal scales (not shown).
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Fig. 12 Same as Fig. 11, with the inclusion of SIT as a predictor variable, granting a boost to forecast skill, particularly in the central Arctic basin
regions.
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